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eva died in 1977. launy grndahl married his second wife, hildreth larrabee, in 1941. the couple had one child, noel larrabee (1943 - 2008), who will be visiting monticello from february 5 to march 1, as the result of a family commitment arranged by his parents. launy grndahl died in 1960 in a fire in his apartment. on his desk, by him, was a letter from a young
jan drachman, a trombonist, with a notation to "save this music for me. " launy grndahl did, and the present music is a memorial to grndahl's kindness and generosity. one review said he was "one of the best trombonists of his generation." in addition, launy grndahl is cited as having been "one of the first american composers to be recognized abroad as an

important figure in the development of 20th century american music." he is also cited for "a tone of rhythmic energy and powerful, exotic harmony" and being "an outstanding creative spirit of the present." launy grndahl's concerto for trombone and piano has been described as "capturing the spirit of a romantic night on the town in new york city." the piece
"explores the originality and passion of a fine artist in a variety of idiom and form in a loose amalgam of american, french, and danish idioms." the symphony, one of three remaining north end orchestras in seattle, has made a commitment to presenting high quality music and encouraging young musicians in the community. in addition to releasing the solo

concertos series, the orchestra also presents new music with concert series featuring the world premiere of new works in different venues across the city. composers in the solo concertos series include son sun, josh bergman, julian kerr, john harbison, daniel goode, ted hearne, david stromberg, and nye mchenry. the series incorporates such creative features
as a local audience-based submission of new works, local artists and composers performing compositional lectures and a premiere of the new work, and a number of ensemble collaborations showcasing the works of new and established composers.
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the second work is a collage of ephemeral, fragmented images, orchestrated and played by a gamelan. the title is taken from the first movement of the sukata by indonesian composer i gusti. the piece opens with a view of rangda, the goddess of time, brushing the past away. the music progresses in uncoordinated, sometimes frenetic passages, punctuated
by the intermittent explosion of a solo gamelan trumpet. the piece closes with the sound of thunder and concludes with a lightning bolt, heralding rangda and ushering in the new cycle of time. (resume updated by concerto committee in 2016 from reliable online sources.) sustained notes, melodic layering and transposing over an ethereal romantic harmonic

backdrop make this work ideal for tonal adventures of any shape. it truly speaks to the listener with its brilliantly polished and polished presentation. audra makes a model of clarity and wit. the piece is a sign of the composer gaining more confidence and a different angle of sight, a view from the outside, an understanding of what something is and how it
works. you can hear this in audra' s flowing lines and in her work with the piano. she is the master of expression and the capacity to convey her work in a way other than her own music. she creates a certain unity in her music by her imaginative use of musical language. (resume updated by concerto committee in 2016 from reliable online sources.) an

altissimo closing note and blazing glissando of the percussion and a final fiery flourish from the soloists mark the conclusion of the piece. it is a joyful finale that will provoke a reaction of jubilation or of a more contemplative, reflective mood. 5ec8ef588b
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